The Birds & The Bees
‘Let me tell you ‘bout The Birds & The Bees, The Flowers & The Trees……Dean Martin
After many years travelling this amazing world with my Husband and Son, I decided to
follow my dreams and set out on my journey as a UK trained Celebrant here in the U.A.E.
We have lived in the U.A.E since 2011 after experiencing life in Azerbaijan, Spain, Oman,
Cyprus, Northern Ireland, UK, etc….
I love people!
There is no getting away from the sheer indulgence of meeting people and hearing all about
their stories and experiences. Everyone is unique and has their own take on life and I
especially love hearing their ‘love story’ of how they got together and what their hopes and
dreams are for their future.
Having lived in over 9 Countries myself, the diversity of cultures and beliefs that come
together under that beautiful umbrella called Love has inspired me to follow my dream and
help people create ceremonies for special occasions such as Wedding Celebrations, Vow
Renewals, Commitment Ceremonies and Naming Ceremonies.
The Birds & The Bees is my own creation based upon how similarly those two tiny
creatures work on this planet. They work tirelessly to achieve a very similar role - a bit like
two people joined who are committing to their futures together.
Your Wedding Day is such a personal, exciting experience for you both and if you are
choosing a Celebrant to conduct your Ceremony then you have the opportunity to have the
Ceremony wording 100% as you would like it – this is your day!
Relationships take work and there is nothing more rewarding than looking back over the
years at how you change and blossom throughout those years, just like nature itself.
So, perhaps a Vow Renewal is something to consider after a number of years of marriage.
Life shapes you and things change – this is a beautiful opportunity to re-cement that Love
you have nurtured over the years with promises to nurture for the rest of your future
together. Perhaps a great opportunity to show your Children what your marriage means to
you and them too.
I am a true believer that there is someone for everyone out there and that Love itself needs
cherished, nurtured and often just put on hold when time and space is required.
Commitment is a strong word - Lets create strong memories to go with the word by
contacting me for a chat and see if I would ‘Bee’ the right fit for you.

There is no charge for the first consultation – this is where we find out if we make
the right connection to work together on such a special time.
If you decide to go ahead with The Birds & The Bee’s, then we will work closely
together on writing your ceremony to ensure that the content and the flow is truly
personal and free from standard templates available elsewhere.
Please do not hesitate to request any changes to the content or ask for different
ideas where necessary – this is your day and your memory. I want to make this
100% the right ceremony for you.
The time/ date of the ceremony is not confirmed until the 500 AED booking fee is
paid. This will secure my services to you on that day and I will not take any
further bookings on that same date and full Terms and Conditions will be shared
with you on request.
Cost for Dubai based services is 3,000 AED to include a meeting or rehearsal,
ceremony emailed to you 48hrs before if you wish to see it, the Ceremony deliver,
Unique Certificate for you to keep and to include to a symbolic element if required
such as handfasting, ring warming, loving cup, time capsule, sandblending etc…..
(symbolic element materials can be provided or I can source alternatives as an added cost).
If your Ceremony is to be held in another Emirate, then an additional 250aed will
be added to cover travel time/mileage.
You will have my attention for the whole day and onsite 2 hours before the
Ceremony to ensure all will run smoothly.
International travel is considered for Ceremonies elsewhere subject to
date/location and additional fees.
Please visit my website for further details www.birdsandbeescelebrant.com or
Instagram @birdsandbees_celebrant_dubai or you can email me on
info@birdsandbeescelebrant.com and I will respond within 24 hrs.
***************
*In the case of Wedding Ceremonies, we are fully aware that a Celebrant led ceremony is not currently
recognised within the marriage laws of the United Arab Emirates and that Kerrie, is by law not
allowed to make it appear to be so. It is the Client responsibility to ensure the legalities of their
marriage have been taken care of and this is a celebration of marriage / commitment.

